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Abstract—In this paper, an approach based on WorkFlow
nets and on possibilistic Petri nets is proposed to deal with non-
conformance in Business Processes. Routing patterns existing
in Business Processes are modeled by WorkFlow nets. To
express in a more realistic way the uncertainty attached
to human activities, possibilistic Petri nets with uncertainty
on the marking and on the transition firing are considered.
Combining both formalisms, a kind of possibilistic WorkFlow
net is obtained. An example of inconsistency recovery at a
process monitoring level due to human behavior in a “Handle
Complaint Process” is presented.
Keywords-WorkFlow net, possibilistic Petri net, process non-
conformance, process monitoring.
I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of Workflow Management Systems is to exe-
cute Business Processes. Over the last few years, Business
Process Management has become important in order to raise
service quality and performance of firms [1].
Many papers [2] have already considered Petri net theory
as an efficient tool for the modeling and analysis of Work-
flow Management Systems. In [2], WorkFlow nets, which
are acyclic Petri net models used to represent Business
Processes, are defined. The main property that has to be
proven when considering WorkFlow nets is the soundness
property [2] which guarantees that no deviation from the
process description will be allowed during the real time
execution.
In fact, good properties of well defined formal models
such as WorkFlow nets can easily be proven when Business
Processes are following a rigid structure that does not allow
deviations from the process description during the real time
execution. However, recently, it was shown that Business
Processes do not easily map to a rigid modeling structure.
Some of the activities executed in a Business Process depend
on human resources that do not necessarily respect the
rigorous definition of WorkFlow Processes, due to the fact
that tasks performed by humans are generally complex
and follow rules that cannot always be transformed into
computerized processes. As a matter of fact, in practice
inconsistencies between the process model and the real
execution of the process can easily occur.
Attempts to consider a certain level of flexibility in
process definition have already been proposed by several
authors.
In [1], the Yawl language which supports flexibility in
the process definition is proposed. The principle is based
on Worklet Services which allows for the construction of
subprocess structures in such a way that they can be added
dynamically to the whole Workflow Process during the real
time execution. The possible process deviations are designed
in an explicit way (additional routing structures in the model)
and, as such, no guarantee of soundness in the process exists.
In [3], a deviation-tolerant approach in process execution
is presented. The basic principle is based on two models
coexisting during the monitoring of the process. The first
one corresponds to the expected behavior and the second
is dynamically built, based on real human actions. The two
models are then continuously compared to detect possible
deviations. The problem in dealing with two models is that
the monitoring activity can easily be overloaded implying a
decrease in the system’s performance.
In [4], a kind of declarative implicit model, essentially
based on rules, is used in order to detect non-conformant
states. In such a methodology, the process model can only
be seen as a simple set of constraints that can not be analysed
from the point of view of the soundness property.
In [5] and [6], a process model based on temporal logic
and finite state machines to capture and tolerate deviations
in processes during execution is defined. For the authors,
a process is correct if all the constraints given by the set
of state machines are verified. In particular, two kinds of
transition are created: normal ones and exported ones which
depend on user requests to indicate abnormal behavior. In
particular, when the process execution is corrupted, the state
of the process is fixed manually. The problem with this
kind of approach is again that the model of the process is
given through a declarative form instead of a single graph
representing a whole process that could be analyzed from the
point of view of the soundness property, as is the case with
WorkFlow nets. Another problem is the necessity for explic-
itly model alternative scenarios corresponding to abnormal
behavior. The consequence is generally the increase of the
complexity in the set of constraints and on the underlying
process model.
In [7], [8] and [9], an incremental approach to check the
conformity of a process model and an event log is presented.
Initially it evaluates if all the sequences recorded in log
are possible execution sequences in regards to the process
model. Then the accuracy between the process model and
the expected behavior is verified. Following this, the analyst
is assisted in finding the areas that are in non-conformance
with the process (in the model or in the log file). In [10]
the implementation of an algorithm to calculate several
conformance metrics is proposed. The problem with this
approach is that the verification is carried out after the
process execution.
A very promising alternative to deal with non-
conformance in Business Processes seems to be approaches
based on uncertain knowledge as that presented in [11]. The
model of the process is then given through fuzzy sets and
possibilistic distributions that permit a natural representation
of uncertain and imprecise information that exists when
human type resources are involved in the activities of a
process.
One of the first studies which combines possibilistic repre-
sentation of information with the precise structure of a Petri
net when considering discrete event systems is that described
in [12] and [13]. The main feature of possibilistic/fuzzy Petri
nets is to allow one to reason about the aspects of uncertainty
and change in dynamic discrete event systems. Most of the
examples presented by the authors of possibilistic Petri net
were applied to flexible manufacturing systems.
In this paper, an approach based on WorkFlow nets
and possibilistic Petri nets is proposed to deal with non-
conformance in Business Processes. In particular, a kind
of possibilistic WorkFlow net will be defined to treat non-
conformant states.
In section II, the definition of WorkFlow nets and sound-
ness correctness criterion are provided. In section III, the
definition of the objects Petri nets is presented. In section
IV, an overview of possibilistic Petri nets is given. In section
V, the possibilistic WorkFlow net and the algorithm for
inconsistency recovery are defined and an example based
on a “Handle Complaint Process” illustrates the approach.
Finally, section VI concludes this work with a short sum-
mary, an assessment based on the approach presented and
an outlook on future work proposals.
II. WORKFLOW NETS
A Petri net that models a Workflow Process is called
a WorkFlow net [2], [14]. A WorkFlow net satisfies the
following properties [14]:
• It has only one source place, named Start and only one
sink place, named End. These are special places such
that the place Start has only outgoing arcs and the place
End has only incoming arcs.
• A token in Start represents a case that needs to be
handled and a token in End represents a case that has
been handled.
• Every task t (transition) and condition p (place) should
be on a path from place Start to place End.
Soundness is a correctness criterion defined for WorkFlow
nets. A WorkFlow net is sound if, and only if, the following
three requirements are satisfied [2]:
• For each token put in the place Start, one and only one
token appears in the place End.
• When the token appears in the place End, all the other
places are empty for this case.
• For each transition (task), it is possible to move from
the initial state to a state in which that transition is
enabled, i.e. there are not any dead transitions.
A method for the qualitative analysis of WorkFlow nets
(soundness verification) based on the proof trees of linear
logic is presented in [15].
A. Process
A process defines which tasks need to be executed and
in which order [14]. Modeling a Workflow Process in terms
of a WorkFlow net is rather straightforward: transitions are
active components and model the tasks, places are passive
components and model conditions (pre and post), and tokens
model cases [2], [14].
To illustrate the mapping of a process into a WorkFlow
net, the process for handling complaints that is shown in
[2] can be considered as follows: an incoming complaint
is first recorded. Then the client who has complained and
the department affected by the complaint are contacted. The
client is approached for more information. The department
is informed of the complaint and may be asked for its initial
reaction. These two tasks may be performed in parallel,
i.e. simultaneously or in any order. After this, the data
is gathered and a decision is made. Depending upon the
decision, either a compensation payment is made or a letter
is sent. Finally, the complaint is filed. Fig. 1(a) shows a
WorkFlow net that correctly models this process.
B. Routing constructs
Tasks can be optional, i.e. there are tasks that just need
to be executed for some cases, and the order in which tasks
will be executed can vary from case to case [2]. Four basic
constructions for routing are presented in [2] and [14]:
• Sequential: tasks are executed one after another sequen-
tially, clearly demonstrating dependence among these
tasks: one needs to finish for the other to start;
• Parallel: if more than one task can be executed simul-
taneously or in any order. In this case, both tasks can
be executed without the result of one interfering in the
result of the other;
• Conditional (or selective routing): when there is a
choice between two or more tasks;
(a) (b)
Figure 1. Handle Complaint Process: (a)Tasks are associated directly to
simple transitions. (b)Tasks are associated directly to places.
• Iterative: when it is necessary to execute the same task
multiple times.
Some variations of these four basic constructions can be
found in [2] and [14].
Considering the “Handle Complaint Process” shown in
Fig. 1(a), tasks “Contact Client” and “Contact Department”
are an example of parallel routing. Tasks “Collect” and
“Assess” are an example of sequential routing. And tasks
“Pay” and “Send Letter” are an example of conditional
routing.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2. (a) Traditional WorkFlow net; (b) WorkFlow net with explicit
task execution; and (c) WorkFlow net with cancellation event.
C. Process Monitoring
In [1], WorkFlow nets were revisited in terms of their
suitability for monitoring Business Processes. The authors
showed that some patterns were not easily captured, in
particular patterns dealing with cancellation and multiple
concurrently executing instances of the same task.
The principal reason of limitation existing in WorkFlow
nets for monitoring Business Processes is the fact that
tasks are associated directly with simple transitions. As a
consequence, once initiated, a task cannot be interrupted
because it corresponds to the firing of a transition. If during
the execution of a task, an event occurs in the system whose
purpose is to interrupt the whole process, in traditional
WorkFlow nets the current tasks of the process have to be
completed first to be able to accept the cancellation. Of
course, a proper model of the process should be able to
accept interruption events in an asynchronous way in order
to monitor the process in an efficient way.
The solution proposed in this work to consider a more
realistic monitoring model of a Business Process is to trans-
form the transitions of WorkFlow net into a structure based
on the following pattern: a block corresponding to a task of
a transition ti is composed of a place Pti which represents
the task ti, an input transition tini which represents the
beginning of the task execution, and an output transition
t
outi which represents the end of the task execution.
The WorkFlow net of Fig. 2(a) will then be transformed
into the Workflow Process given by the acyclic Petri net
model of Fig. 2(b). As the new block (corresponding to the
task in execution) can be substituted by a simple transition
preserving the good properties of the initial model [16], the
new process model will continue sound in most cases and
will be adapted for monitoring activities, in particular if
some events of cancellation need to be specified as shown
in Fig. 2(c).
Finally, the Petri net model of Fig 1(b), corresponding to
the WorkFlow net of Fig. 1(a), will then be produced.
III. OBJECTS PETRI NETS
Ordinary Petri nets do not allow for the modeling of com-
plex data structures. Many extensions have been proposed
to model this specific aspect through high-level Petri net
definitions.
The object Petri nets defined by Sibertin-Blanc [17] are
based on the integration of predicate/transition Petri nets and
the concept of an object oriented paradigm. The tokens are
considered as n-tuples of instances for a class of objects
and carries data structures defined as sets of attributes for
specific classes. Pre-conditions and actions are associated
with transitions, which respectively act on the attributes
(eventually modifying their values) of the data structures
transported by the tokens of the net. The object Petri nets
can be formally defined as:
A marked Object Petri net can be defined by the 9-tuple:
N0 =< P, T,Class, V, Pre, Post, Atc, Ata,M0 > (1)
where:
• Class is a finite set of classes of objects: for each class
a set of attributes is also defined;
• P is a finite set of places whose types are given by
Class;
• T is a finite set of transitions;
• V is a set of variables whose types are given by Class;
• Pre is the function precedent place (an arc between a
place and a transition which considers a formal sum of
elements of V );
• Post is the next function place (an arc between a
transition and a place which considers a formal sum
of elements of V );
• Atc is an application which associates to each transition
a condition that involves the attributes of the formal
variables associated with the input arcs of the transi-
tions;
• Ata is an application which associated to each transition
an action that involves the formal attributes of the vari-
ables associated with the input arcs of the transition and
updates the attributes of the formal variables associated
with the transitions’ output arcs;
• M0 is the initial marking which associates a formal
sum of objects to each place (n-tuples of instances of
classes that belong to Class);
An example of object Petri net is presented in Fig. 3. The
set of classes is defined as:
Class = {Product, Request}
The Product class has the attributes:


name = identifier;
code = integer;
cost = float;
Figure 3. Specification of a Sale Transaction.
The Request class has the attributes:


code : integer;
cost : float;
type : identifier;
The variable pr belongs to the class Product and
the variable pd belongs to the Request class. The place
Products Stock belongs to the Product class, the place
Buffer Request belongs to the Request class and the
place Processed Requests belongs to the Request class.
The initial marking M0 is given by the objects that are in
the places Products Stock and Buffer Request and is
given by:
M0 =


< pr1 > + < pr2 > + < pr3 >,
< pd1 > + < pd2 >,
0


For example, the attributes of the object (token) pr1 can
be given by:
Product pr1


name : hometheater;
code : 567544;
cost : 278, 50;
and the attributes of the object (token) pd2 can be given by:
Request pd2


code : 123440;
cost : 00, 00;
type : hometheater;
The detailed definition of the dynamic behavior (firing
rules) of the object Petri Net can be found in [17]. In
Fig. 3, the transition t is enabled by the initial marking.
The attributes of the variable pr associated with the arc
connecting the place Products Stock to the transition t can
be replaced by the attributes of the objects pr1 for example.
Similarly, the attributes of the variable pd associated with
the arc connecting the place Buffer Request to transition
t can be replaced by the attributed of the objects pd2 for
Figure 4. Execution of a Sale Transaction Simulation.
example. Considering that the attributes of the pair of objects
(pr1, pd2) check the condition associated with the transition
t, the transition can be fired. The action associated with the
transition is then executed and a new object pd2 can be
produced in the place Processed Requests, as shown in Fig.
4, with the following attributes:
Request pd2


code : 123440;
cost : 278, 50;
type : hometheater;
In particular, when considering this new object pd2, the
attribute cost has been modified after the firing of t.
IV. POSSIBILISTIC PETRI NETS
Possibilistic Petri nets are derived from Object Petri nets
[18]. In particular, in the approach presented in [12], a
possibilistic Petri net is a model where a marked place
corresponds to a possible partial state, a transition to a
possible state change, and a firing sequence to a possible
behavior. The main advantage in working with possibilistic
Petri nets is that it allows for the updating of a system state
at a supervisory level with ill-known information without
necessarily reaching inconsistent states.
A possibilistic Petri net model associates a possibility
distribution Πo(p) to the location of an object o, p being
a place of the net, thus allowing a possibilistic distribution
to then model:
• A precise marking: each token is located in only one
place (well-known state).
• An imprecise marking: each token location has a pos-
sibility distribution over a set of places. It cannot be
asserted that a token is in a given place, but only that
it is in a place among a given set of places.
Πo(p) = 1 represents the fact that p is a possible location
of o, and Πo(p) = 0 expresses the certainty that o is not
present in place p. Formally, a marking in a possibilistic
Petri net is then a mapping:
M : O × P −→ {0, 1} (2)
where O is a set of objects and P a set of places. If
M(o, p) = 1, there exists a possibility of having the object
o in place p. On the contrary, if M(o, p) = 0, there exists
no possibility of having o in p. A marking M of the net
allows one to represent:
• A precise marking: M(o, p) = 1 and ∀pi 6=
p,M(o, pi) = 0.
• An imprecise marking: for example, if there exists a
possibility at a certain time to have the same object o
in two different places, p1 and p2, them M(o, p1) =
M(o, p2) = 1.
A possibilistic marking will correspond in practice to
knowledge concerning a situation at a given time.
In a possibilistic Petri net, the firing (certain or uncertain)
of a transition t is decomposed into two steps:
• Beginning of a firing: objects are put into output places
of t but are not removed from its input places.
• End of a firing: that can be a firing cancellation (tokens
are removed from the output places of t) or a firing
achievement (tokens are removed from the input places
of t).
A certain firing consists of a beginning of a firing and
an immediate firing achievement. A pseudo-firing that will
increase the uncertainty of the marking can be considered
only as the beginning of a firing (there is no information
to be sure whether the normal event associated with the
transition has actually occurred or not). To a certain extent,
pseudo-firing is a way of realizing forward deduction.
The interpretation of a possibilistic Petri net is defined
by attaching to each transition an authorization function
ηx1,...,xn defined as followed:
ηx1,...,xn : T −→ {False, Uncertain, True} (3)
where x1, ..., xn are the variables associated to the incoming
arcs of transition t (when considering the underlying Object
Petri net).
If o1, ..., on is a possible substitution to x1, ..., xn for
firing t, then several situations can be considered:
• t is not enabled by the marking but the associated
interpretation is true; an inconsistent situation occurs
and a special treatment of the net is activated;
• t is enabled by a precise marking and the interpretation
is true; then a classical firing (with certainty) of an
object Petri net occurs;
• t is enabled by a precise marking and the interpretation
is uncertain; then the transition is pseudo-fired and the
imprecision is increased;
• t is enabled by an uncertain marking; if the interpreta-
tion is uncertain, t is pseudo-fired;
(a) (b)
Figure 5. Marking (a) Before firing; and (b) After pseudo-firing.
• t is enabled by an uncertain marking and the inter-
pretation is true: a recovery algorithm, presented in
[19], is called and a new computation of the possibility
distribution of the objects involved in the uncertain
marking is realized in order to go back to a certain
marking.
The pseudo-firing (or uncertain marking) is detailed
through the example illustrated in Fig. 5. The place p1 be-
longs to Class1, p2 to Class2 and p3 to the composite class
(Class1, Class2). The object instances of Class1 have
an attribute date. The interpretation, given by possibilistic
distributions ηxy is:
∀y


uncertain if(τ < x.date) ∧ (signal(x))
true if(τ ≥ x.date) ∧ (signal(x))
false otherwise
where signal(x) is true when the associated sensor is active
on a specific shop floor.
This function has the following semantics. Before the time
date, the arrival of a message from the shop floor signaling
that the object < x > was involved in the event associated
with the transition t, is possible but does not correspond to
a normal behavior. Either the message is erroneous, or the
representation of the shop floor state (the Petri net marking)
is not consistent with the actual state. The imprecision
concerning object < x > will increase and the transition
t associated with the corresponding event will be pseudo-
fired.
On the other hand, receiving the message after a time date
corresponds to normal behavior. So the firing of t should be
a normal firing and the update of the shop floor state should
be realized with certainty.
Let us consider the initial marking of Fig. 5(a); two
substitution are possible for t: S1 =< o1, o3 > and
S2 =< o2, o3 >. Let us assume that o1.date = 20 and
o2.date = 40.
At time τ1 = 25 let us suppose that signal(o2) = true
and at time τ2 = 35, signal(o1) = true. Fig. 6 depicts
the possibility distributions of instances o1, o2 and o3 as a
function of time (the black lines represent a possibility equal
to 1 and the bright lines a possibility equal to 0):
• at time τ = 10, the firing of transition t is possible in
Figure 6. Possibility distribution of locations of o1, o2 and o3.
the future for y = o3 and for either x = o1 or x = o2
(transition is enabled and can be fired normally since
signal(oi) is received);
• at time τ = 25, signal(o2) = true is received but it
does not correspond to a normal behavior (o2.date >
25); ηo2o3(t) = uncertain, and t is pseudo-fired with
substitution S2 (Fig. 5(b));
• after date τ > 25 the marking is imprecise and cover
two alternatives:
– the event corresponding to the firing of t for tuple
< o2, o3 > has actually occurred; the information
given by signal(o2) was right;
– the event corresponding to the firing of t for
tuple < o2, o3 > has not actually occurred. This
transition can still be fired, either by < o2, o3 >
or by < o1, o3 >;
• at time τ = 35 the receipt of signal(o1) = true
corresponds to a normal behavior (o1.date ≤ 35)
and ηo1o3(t) = true. As explained before, this case
corresponds to the one in which the recovery algorithm
is called. The application of the algorithm cancels the
pseudo-firing of t for < o2, o3 >. As the marking is
now precise and ηo1o3(t) = true, transition t is fired
(with certainty) with the tuple < o1, o3 >. It assume
that signal(o2) = true was due to noise.
V. POSSIBILISTIC WORKFLOW NETS
If a Petri net is used as a model for Business Processes in
a Workflow Management System, transitions will represent
the state changes of the process. In particular, each event
occurring during the execution of the process (beginning and
ending of activities) will be associated with a transition as
a boolean variable. Such a variable will be essentially seen
as an external value corresponding to a message received
from an activity (or send to an activity). Possibly, internal
values depending on certain token attributes will enable
some transitions too.
Figure 7. Token player of Petri net.
Petri net models can be directly executed using a special-
ized inference mechanism called “token player algorithm”
that allows for a simplified monitoring of the represented
processes. As pointed out in the introduction, the interaction
of human behavior in Processes Management can introduce
some uncertainty and should be taken into account in order
to turn the model of the process more robust to human be-
havior. A classical token player algorithm, as the one in Fig
7, is only based on normal expected events. If an unexpected
event occurs, an immediate inconsistency between the model
of the process and the real process execution will happen (an
external event received by a transition which is not enabled
by the marking of the net) or, if some expected event never
occurs, the model will reach a deadlock situation (an external
event never received by an enabled transition).
A model of the process based on the routing structure
of WorkFlow nets and on uncertain marking and firing
of possibilistic Petri nets will then produce a kind of
possibilistic WorkFlow net that will be able to deal with
non-conformance in Business Processes monitoring. The
“Handle Complaint Process” represented in Fig. 1(b) will
be used to illustrate the approach.
The possibilistic WorkFlow net with objects in Fig. 8
represents the new model of the “Handle Complaint Pro-
cess” where < c1 > is an object belonging to the class
“Complaint”, x, y and z are variables of the same class
“Complaint” and all places of the model belong to the class
“Complaint” too.
After the firing of t1 and the calling of the method
x.record() to the corresponding actor (here the human actor
that corresponds to the secretary responsible in recording the
complaint), an object < c1 > is produced in place Record
and is expecting for the end of the complaint recording that
will happen when the corresponding condition x.endRecord
associated with the transition t2 will become true.
If the secretary has a certain level of autonomy in making
Figure 8. Handle Complaint Process: Possibilistic WorkFlow net.
Figure 9. Token player of Possibilistic Petri net.
decisions in function of her own expert knowledge, she
can decide that the complaint was not properly submitted
for example and send directly a letter to the owner of
the complaint without really following the complete set of
activities specified by the model of the process. In this case,
after sending a letter, instead of having the interpretation
associated with the transition t2 (x.endRecord) becoming
true, it is the interpretation associated with the transition
t14 (x.endSL) that will become true. Because no object
will exist in the place Send Letter at this moment, neither
transition t14 will be enable nor transition t2, the global state
of the process resulting then in a deadlock situation. If the
token player of Fig. 7 is applied to such a situation then
an alarm will be activated and a kind of state recovery will
have to be realized manually after diagnosing the motive of
the corresponding process inconsistency.
If instead of applying a classic token player, the token
player given by the activity diagram of Fig. 9 is considered,
then, it will be possible to reach through a sequence of
pseudo firings of a possibilistic Petri net a global state
consistent with certain external events than can turn true the
condition associated with transitions not necessarily enabled
by the current marking.
The first step will be to verify through the fundamental
equation of the Petri net theory [16] that there exists a non
ordered sequence of transitions that permits the reaching of
a marking such that the transition that received the external
event will be enabled.
Considering the object WorkFlow net in Fig. 10(a) with
an object < c1 > in P2, if an external event is received
by transition t14, the corresponding equation that has to be
solved is the following:
M ′ = M +W × S (4)
with M ′
T
= [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0] the final marking
to be reached, MT = [0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0] the
current marking, W the incidence matrix of the WorkFlow
net of Fig. 10(a), and S a non ordered sequence of transition
firings. The solution is then given by the firing sequence
vector ST = [0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0] that corresponds to
the non ordered sequence t2, t3, t4, t5, t6, t7, t8, t9, t10, t12.
For any Petri net, the result produced by S is only a
necessary condition in the reachability problem of the Petri
net theory. In the WorkFlow net case that respects the
soundness property, S will constitute a sufficient condition
too because there does not exist any dead part in the
corresponding net.
Once a solution for S is found, it is then necessary to pro-
duce at least one ordered sequence of transitions that reaches
M ′ from M . The second step of the recovery procedure
will be then to make the interpretations associated to all the
transitions that occur in the solution S uncertain and make
all the other transitions of the object WorkFlow net false.
Then, only during the recovery procedure, the interpretation
of the transitions will be ηvar(ti) = uncertain for the
transitions ti that belongs to the non zero solutions of S,
and ηvar(tj) = false for the transitions tj that belongs to
the zero solutions of S, less transition t14 that corresponds
to the transition with the true interpretation because of the
received external event. In doing so, the following ordered
sequence of pseudo firings will be produced (remembering
that for a pseudo firing of a possibilistic Petri net, the actions
associated with the fired transitions are not executed):
• for the marking M corresponding to an object < c1 >
in P2 (Fig. 10(a)), the transition t2 is pseudo enabled
and can be pseudo fired producing new objects in P3
and P4 without removing the object in P2. The resulting
uncertain marking Mint1 is given by copies of the
object < c1 > in P2, P3 and P4.
• for the marking Mint1 , the transitions t3 and t4 are
pseudo enabled and one of them can be pseudo fired.
If t3 is the chosen transition, a new copy of the object
< c1 > is produced in P5. The resulting uncertain
marking Mint2 is given by copies of the object < c1 >
in P2, P3, P4 and P5.
• for the marking Mint2 , the transitions t4 and t5 are
pseudo enabled and one of them can be pseudo fired.
If t4 is the chosen transition, a new copy of the object
< c1 > is produced in P6. The resulting uncertain
marking Mint3 is given by copies of the object < c1 >
in P2, P3, P4, P5 and P6.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 10. Simulation results: (a)Initial marking. (b)Pseudo-firing. (c)Final
marking.
• for the marking Mint3 , the transitions t5 and t6 are
pseudo enabled and one of them can be pseudo fired.
If t5 is the chosen transition, a new copy of the object
< c1 > is produced in P7. The resulting uncertain
marking Mint4 is given by copies of the object < c1 >
in P2, P3, P4, P5, P6 and P7.
• for the marking Mint4 , the transition t6 is pseudo
enabled and can be pseudo fired producing a new copy
of the object < c1 > in P8. The resulting uncertain
marking Mint5 is given by copies of the object < c1 >
in P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7 and P8.
• for the marking Mint5 , the transition t7 is pseudo
enabled and can be pseudo fired producing a new copy
of the object < c1 > in P9. The resulting uncertain
marking Mint6 is given by copies of the object < c1 >
in P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8 and P9.
• for the marking Mint6 , the transition t8 is pseudo
enabled and can be pseudo fired producing a new copy
of the object < c1 > in P10. The resulting uncertain
marking Mint7 is given by copies of the object < c1 >
in P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9 and P10.
• for the marking Mint7 , the transition t9 is pseudo
enabled and can be pseudo fired producing a new copy
of the object < c1 > in P11. The resulting uncertain
marking Mint8 is given by copies of the object < c1 >
in P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, P10 and P11.
• for the marking Mint8 , the transition t10 is pseudo
enabled and can be pseudo fired producing a new copy
of the object < c1 > in P12. The resulting uncertain
marking Mint9 is given by copies of the object < c1 >
in P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, P10, P11 and P12.
• for the marking Mint9 , only the transition t12 is pseudo
enabled because the interpretation of transition t11 is
false. It can be pseudo fired producing a new copy
of the object < c1 > in P14. The resulting uncertain
marking Mint10 is given by copies of the object < c1 >
in P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, P10, P11, P12 and
P14.
Finally, the final marking M ′ corresponding to the object
WorkFlow net of Fig. 10(b) is obtained. For this imprecise
marking, the possibility of having a copy of the same object
< c1 > in places P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, P10,
P11, P12 and P14 is 1. Due to the fact that the uncertain
marking of the object < c1 > in P14 enables the transition
t14(where the external event was detected), the recovery
algorithm of possibilistic Petri nets presented in [19] allows
for the marking of the WorkFlow net of Fig. 10(c) to became
certain through the firing achievement of transition t2, t3, t4,
t5, t6, t7, t8, t9, t10 and t12 (in fact, a new computation of
the possibility distribution of the copies of object < c1 > is
carried out in order to go back to certainty). Traditionally
in possibilistic Petri nets, the recovery algorithm has the
function of defuzzification of uncertain knowledge of the
state of a Petri net when some certain events occur.
As a final result, the global marking of the WorkFlow net
in Fig. 10(c) becomes consistent with the current situation
of the process and the recorded pseudo firing sequences t2,
t3, t4, t5, t6, t7, t8, t9, t10 and t12 informs the activities that
were not correctly executed when considering the model of
the process.
To take into account the kind of incident presented in
this example with an ordinary Petri net based on the token
player in Fig. 7, the process should be restarted manually
or several new transitions should be created to consider all
possible abnormal scenarios. As a consequence, the global
state of the process would go into a deadlock situation or
the corresponding graph would rapidly become completely
unreadable.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, a possibilistic WorkFlow net model was
presented with the purpose of dealing with non-conformance
in Business Processes. Combining the routing structure of
WorkFlow net with the uncertain reasoning of possibilistic
Petri nets, it was possible to recover from certain kind
of inconsistencies that can happen during the real time
execution of the process when human actors are involved
in the process activities. Such an approach was applied to a
“Handle Complaint Process”.
Comparing this approach with other works dealing with
the problem of non-conformance, the main advantage is
the fact that a formal process model allowing for the
proving of some good properties, like the soundness property
for example, was combined with a possibilistic approach
which is very well adapted to the concept of flexibility and
robustness in processes.
As a future work proposal, it will be interesting to present
an inconsistency recovery approach that will be applied to
a process not necessarily sound, knowing that in practice,
the inherent flexibility of legacy systems does not always
allow for the production of a process model that respects
the soundness property.
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